January 13, 2014
Instructor: Jan Mathews
The Main House ~ Kerrville, TX
These comments are from a Student Survey the class attendees receive when
the class is completed.
One of the questions listed on the survey:
Is there anything special that the certified instructor did that you believe goes
above and beyond what you expected from the workshop that you would like to
point out or commend them for?

“She is great! Jan has a great sense of humor and a lot of patience!”
“She cut out template pattern papers for us! What a time saver!”
“Great class, great location, really fun time all around.”
“Jan is awesome – this was my second retreat with her and I’m signed up for one in April.
Looking forward to retreat in 2015!”
“Wonderful! Jan prepared papers to give us more class time. I’ll be back!”
“Was happy to do one on one with students even after she just did a demo on the procedure.
Also shared tips on things to make them easier. She made things fun with her M&M’s and
joking and laughing some with us.”
“Jan is a great teacher.”
“Jan is very thoughtful and helpful with all aspects of the project.”
“Jan cut out all our paper templates which enabled us to have more sew and construction time
as well as one on one time. Excellent instructor.”
“All of our templates were pre-cut, arranged and ready for us. Exceptional teaching and so
patient to explain.”
“Jan can’t improve, she is outstandingly good – thorough in her explanations and very patient!”
“I would take another class from Jan. She is patient and helpful. When I cut my fabric wrong
she was right there to help me figure out a fix! Great job!”
“The class was great – she was very patient and calm.”

“Most intense class I have ever taken! And well worth it. Thanks Jan! I look forward to another
and would most definitely take it from Jan.”
“Loved the class! Jan was so well organized. She was able to easily answer my question and
effectively demonstrated each technique. Did I say I loved the class?! I would definitely take
another class with Jan.”

